Supplementary Figure 3.
Enhancer 5hmC and 5mC levels are not related to the expression state of nearby genes. Box plots of average 5hmC (purple) and 5mC (pink) log2 values over enhancer elements grouped by expression status of the nearest gene. Average 5hmC and 5mC levels are taken from the average of 5 livers. Genes are grouped into quantiles (highly expressed = top 25% expressed, lowly expressed = lowest 25% expressed) and average levels of either DNA modification plotted for each quantile.
Supplementary Figure 4.
Enhancer elements overlapping with a liver maturation dHMR or dMR do not show any relationship with expression changes at nearby genes. Nearest genes are calculated for all enhancer elements containing a dHMR (i) or dMR (ii) and the expression levels of these plotted for juvenile (30-33days old) vs mature (+91 days) livers. "hyper-" regions = yellow boxes, "hypo-" regions = blue boxes. 
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Supplementary Figure 11.
Comparative plots of 5hmC patterns on 2.1 million probe microarrays generated through antibody (hmeDIP array) and chemical capture based techniques (see materials and methods). Globally on a chromosome level the 5hmC patterns generated by both approaches are highly similar (i & ii). Closer inspection of promoter regions reveals that the similarity of these two approaches extends to specific loci. All data sets are plotted on log 2 scales with annotated
Refseq genes displayed below as black bars.
Supplementary Figure 12.
Profiling of average 5hmC changes over candidate NGC biomarkers described in figure 4b . The changes in the average 5hmC profiles following PB exposure shown in figure 4b are plotted here in larger figures. Plots represent delta 5hmC/5mC patterns (PB minus control log 2 values per probe) with green probes representing a gain in the mark and red a loss at all four time points of dosing (1, 7, 28, 91 days PB) . Refseq genes are displayed below with the direction denoted by an arrow. Brackets at the top of the plots represent promoter proximal regions. 
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